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The ocean and seas are of great value. They provide important benefits to people including food, oxygen, economic opportunities, recreation, and cultural value. However, heavy uses of the ocean are eroding these benefits, sometimes at alarming rates.

Marine protected areas (MPAs) can be a powerful tool to protect, and possibly restore, the ability of ecosystems to provide these benefits. Globally, there are thousands of MPAs, though their collective area is small. What have we learned from these protected places? This booklet summarizes the latest science about MPAs, emphasizing the Mediterranean Sea.

There are many terms for MPAs, reflecting different levels of protection, history, governance, management authority, and more. In this booklet, we simplify these categories by focusing only on the degree of protection from extractive uses. We define MPAs and classify them as follows:

**Marine Protected Areas (MPAs)** are places in the sea designed to protect marine species and ecosystems, while sometimes allowing for sustainable uses of marine resources within their boundaries. An MPA can be 1) **partially protected**, where some uses are prohibited but some extractive activities are allowed and regulated, or 2) **fully protected**, where all extractive and destructive activities are forbidden, except as needed for scientific monitoring. Fully protected areas are also called **no-take areas**. A **multiple-use area** can combine partially and fully protected areas in different zones.

MPAs can help support livelihoods and preserve cultural values. Full protection from extractive activities usually leads to much greater long-term ecological, economic, and social benefits than only partial or no protection. Emerging evidence suggests that large, fully protected areas can provide resilience to climate change and other environmental threats.

Regardless of the level of protection, an MPA must have strong compliance and enforcement to successfully meet its goals.

MPAs can be an effective tool for conservation and management, but they cannot address all threats to marine life. Parallel actions are needed to make fishing and aquaculture sustainable, address climate change and ocean acidification, and reduce pollution from plastics, nutrients, and chemicals. Science shows what MPAs can provide and offers useful information for planning MPAs.
In 2015 there were more than 11,300 MPAs around the world. That sounds like a lot, but in reality MPAs cover only 3.7% of the oceans and seas, and fully protected MPAs cover only 1.4%. This represents considerable progress—a decade ago, only 0.2% was fully protected.

Governments have recognized the important role of MPAs in protecting biodiversity and sustaining livelihoods. The United Nations Sustainable Development Goal 14 and the Convention on Biological Diversity’s Aichi Target 11 both call for protecting at least 10% of the oceans and seas in MPAs by 2020.

The goal to increase protection in the oceans and seas has led to many new MPAs, globally and in the Mediterranean Sea. Although a few of the new MPAs elsewhere are very large and fully protected, most MPAs, including in the Mediterranean, are small and only partially protected.

Adding up the area covered by new MPAs in the Mediterranean shows a 10-fold increase over the past 15 years. Unfortunately, many of these MPAs have not been implemented or are not enforced, and virtually none of the new MPAs are fully protected.

The Mediterranean region faces challenges and opportunities for MPAs. It has a high density of people and supports 1/3 of the world’s tourism. It is rich in ecological, historical, and cultural treasures, which are threatened by a long history of human use. In the Mediterranean Sea, fully protected areas cover only 0.04%, much less than the global 1.4%. Moreover, the average size of fully protected areas in the Mediterranean is only 5 km². Increasing the size of existing Mediterranean MPAs and the size of their fully protected areas is one way to provide ecological benefits while moving closer to achieving international conservation targets. However, for the goals to be met, all MPAs must be effectively implemented, enforced, and managed.

This figure shows the increase in coverage of all types of MPAs in the Mediterranean (red line) and globally (orange line) and the increase in coverage of fully protected areas in the Mediterranean (light blue line) and globally (blue line). Although 6.5% of the Mediterranean Sea has some protection, only 0.04% is fully protected. Black dotted lines show recent designations that cover a large area in the Mediterranean: the Pelagos Sanctuary (2000) and new Natura 2000 sites (2013).
Where Are the Fully Protected Areas in the Mediterranean?

Most Mediterranean countries have designated MPAs within their territorial waters. Most Mediterranean MPAs are multiple-use areas including one or more fully protected areas as well as partially protected areas. Inside the fully protected area, no extractive activities are allowed, but some recreational activities such as swimming, boating, and diving may be permitted. Inside the partially protected areas, extractive activities such as regulated artisanal fishing can be allowed. The stated goal of these multiple-use MPAs is to protect biodiversity, preserve the socio-cultural heritage of the Mediterranean, and support sustainable local economies. Achieving these goals requires compliance, enforcement, and monitoring.

Mediterranean MPA Facts

- There are 1,140 designated MPAs that cover 6.5% of the Mediterranean Sea.
- Only 76 are fully protected. They cover 0.04% and their average size is small—only 5 km².
- The number of designated MPAs increased almost 3 times over the past 15 years, but fully protected MPAs increased less rapidly.
- The vast majority of designated Mediterranean MPAs are weakly enforced or only ‘parks on paper’, because they are not implemented or not managed at all.

Legal Framework

Mediterranean countries have legal obligations to protect the marine environment and to designate MPAs through various agreements, policies, and laws. Key international instruments include the Convention on Biological Diversity and the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals. The Barcelona Convention, with the Specially Protected Area and Biological Diversity Protocol, applies to the Mediterranean region. Across the EU, MPAs are also called for in directives such as the Marine Strategy Framework Directive and the Habitats and Birds Directives for implementation of the Natura 2000 network of sites at sea.
ne key goal of MPAs is to protect the abundance and diversity of marine life. Scientific research shows that fully protected, well-enforced, and appropriately sized MPAs almost always accomplish this goal. MPAs that are partially protected and enforced can show some biodiversity increases, but benefits are less than in fully protected areas.

### More Fishes, Invertebrates, and Other Marine Life

Scientists have studied more than 150 fully protected MPAs around the world and monitored biological changes inside their borders. A 2006 global review (see top graph) revealed that marine fishes, invertebrates, and seaweeds show significant average increases in biomass, density, size, and diversity inside fully protected areas compared to unprotected areas.

1. **Biomass**, or the total weight of animals and plants, increased an average of 446%.
2. **Density**, or the number of plants or animals in a given area, increased an average of 166%.
3. **Body size** of animals increased an average of 28%.
4. **Species diversity**, or the number of species, increased an average of 21%.

A new review of 25 MPAs in the Mediterranean Sea showed similar increases (see bottom graph). On average, species within fully protected areas showed greater responses to protection than they did in adjacent partially protected areas. Both fully and partially protected areas had more and larger fish than areas outside the MPAs. Heavily fished species, such as dusky groupers and seabreams, were most abundant and biggest in fully protected areas. Compared to unprotected areas, fish biomass was 420% greater in fully protected areas and 146% greater in partially protected areas. Fish density was 111% greater in fully protected areas and 38% greater in partially protected areas. Fully protected areas consistently showed the largest increases, but partial protection also had positive effects.

### Data

**Global Average**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Fully protected area</th>
<th>Partially protected area</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Biomass</td>
<td>446%</td>
<td>166%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Density</td>
<td>28%</td>
<td>21%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mediterranean Average**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Fully protected area</th>
<th>Partially protected area</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Biomass</td>
<td>420%</td>
<td>146%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Density</td>
<td>111%</td>
<td>38%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Average changes (green bars) in fishes, invertebrates, and seaweeds within fully protected MPAs around the world. *Data: Ref. 5*

Average change in fish biomass and density within fully protected areas (blue bars) and partially protected areas (orange bars) in Mediterranean MPAs. *Data: Giakoumi et al. in prep*
Even Small MPAs Can Be Effective

Small MPAs by themselves cannot protect the number of individuals, species, and habitats typically protected by larger MPAs or by networks of many MPAs. However, global and Mediterranean scientific reviews both show that some species can benefit from even small, well-enforced and well-managed MPAs. For example, fish biomass has increased significantly in the 0.65 km² fully protected area of the French Cerbère-Banyuls MPA.

If managed well, small MPAs even near urban areas can produce important benefits. In the 0.3 km² Italian fully protected area at Miramare, abundance, size, and biomass of many commercially important species are much higher than in adjacent fished areas.

Small MPAs near urban areas, such as Miramare in Italy and the Larvotto Marine Reserve in the Principality of Monaco, are also valuable for educating the public about protection of the sea.

MPAs Can Restore Species Interactions

Inside fully protected MPAs, there tend to be large overall increases in biomass, density, size, and diversity for some fish and invertebrate species. However, other species inside fully protected areas may either decline or not change. In general, species subject to fishing in unprotected waters tend to increase in fully protected MPAs. A worldwide analysis found that 61% of fish species were more abundant inside fully protected MPAs than outside, while 39% of species declined following protection.

Some fish and invertebrate species become less abundant in an area after it is designated as a fully protected MPA. For example, prey species that increase when their predators are fished become less abundant when their predators are protected. In the fully protected Medes Islands MPA in Spain, for instance, increases in predatory fishes can lead to higher predation pressure on juvenile spiny lobsters.

Such increases in predators leading to decreases in prey inside MPAs have been seen in New Zealand, Australia, Chile, and the USA. Well-designed, fully protected areas restore many natural species interactions.

Bigger Animals Have More Young

Fishes and invertebrates grow bigger in fully protected areas. This effect of protection is extremely important because large individuals contribute much more to the next generation than smaller adults by producing disproportionately more offspring. For example, if a 40 cm European seabass is allowed to grow to 80 cm, it produces 14 times more young (see figure at left). Bigger animals in fully protected areas can produce far more young than their smaller neighbors in fished waters.

Fast Facts

- Bigger adult fishes and invertebrates produce many more young than smaller adult animals.
- Many species increase in MPAs, particularly those that are fished outside. Some species decrease, such as the prey of previously fished predator species.
- MPAs help restore the natural range of ages and sizes for populations of many species.
**How Long Does It Take to See a Response?**

Although some changes happen rapidly, it may be many years before the full effects of MPAs are evident. Some fishes, invertebrates, and plants may not change noticeably in abundance, body size, biomass, or diversity for some time. Several factors predictably influence the response time of species to MPAs:

- The level of MPA protection, compliance, and enforcement
- The availability of breeding adults
- How fast individual animals and plants grow
- The age at which animals and plants can reproduce
- The number of young produced and the availability of suitable habitats for juveniles
- Mobility during each life stage
- Interactions among species, such as predators and prey
- Human impacts prior to MPA establishment, such as the intensity of fishing or amount of seabed damage
- Ongoing impacts from climate change and regional pollution
- The habitats’ and species’ ability to recover after being impacted

**Species Grow and Mature at Different Rates**

Marine organisms vary greatly in how fast they grow and the age at which they first reproduce (see figure below). These traits influence the response rate of each species after an MPA is established. Some species—such as the salema fish—grow and reproduce quickly, producing large numbers of offspring. These animals may multiply rapidly in an MPA, increasing greatly in abundance in just a few years. Other species—such as the dusky grouper—grow slowly and mature at an older age. These slow-growing species are particularly vulnerable to human impacts. They need long-term protection to recover inside MPAs.

**Fast Facts**

- Inside MPAs, fast-growing fishes and invertebrates that mature quickly and produce many offspring are likely to increase most rapidly, sometimes within 1 to 4 years.
- Some ecological changes may not be evident in an MPA for years or even decades after an area is protected.
- Long-term protection is needed for slow-growing species to recover in MPAs.

**Age of Maturity for Selected Species**

Long-term Protection Is Needed for Full Recovery

Populations of some animals recover quickly following protection. Other long-lived animals can take decades to fully recover. In the fully protected area of Medes Islands MPA in Spain, two commercially important fishes—the dusky grouper and the common dentex—recovered at different rates (see figure at right).

The abundance of dusky groupers increased for 15 years, stabilizing about 20 years after protection. The common dentex increased more slowly, but continually, and is still increasing 30 years after protection. These data show that continued protection is needed for full ecosystem recovery.

A review of fully protected MPAs in New Zealand, Australia, the USA, Kenya, and the Philippines found that species targeted by fishing generally responded within 5 years of protection. However, unfished species took longer—an average of 13 years—because they were not responding to the absence of fishing but rather to changing abundances of other species.

In the Mediterranean, commonly fished seabreams became larger and 2 to 10 times more abundant inside the fully protected area of the Torre Guaceto MPA. After 10 years, more and larger seabreams ate more and more sea urchins, and there were 10 times fewer sea urchins inside the fully protected area. This effect cascaded through the food web. With fewer sea urchins, there was 3 times more seaweed inside compared to outside the MPA. More seaweeds means more habitat for other species and their young, who use it as a nursery. Thus, over time, full protection is restoring many key interactions among species, but recovery may vary with temperature, habitat, and other factors.
Case Study: MPAs Across the Mediterranean Sea

Enforced MPAs Boost Fish Biomass

Marine resources have been intensively harvested from the Mediterranean Sea for millennia. Unsustainable use has led to the depletion of many resources, including fish stocks.

A study summarizing differences between MPAs and unprotected areas across the Mediterranean Sea (in Spain, Morocco, Italy, Greece, and Turkey) showed that fish biomass was much higher in fully protected areas, but only when the protected areas were well-enforced. In MPAs with effective and full protection the overall biomass of fish was higher, with relatively more predatory fishes. Conversely, there were no differences in fish biomass between weakly-enforced MPAs and unprotected areas. Local support, compliance, and enforcement reduce or stop illegal fishing, ensuring that MPAs truly work. MPAs cannot achieve the intended benefits without compliance and enforcement.

High levels of protection can also generate ecosystem benefits. In the well-enforced Tavolara-Punta Coda Cavallo MPA in Italy, fish density, size, and biomass of exploited species, such as the dusky grouper, were higher in fully protected areas than in adjacent fished areas. Invertebrates, such as the endangered and intensely harvested ribbed Mediterranean limpet, were larger in fully protected areas, especially in isolated locations. Other invertebrates, such as amphipods, are prey for numerous predators that benefit from protection. These invertebrates were less abundant within the fully protected areas compared to the adjacent fished sites.

Lessons Learned

- Biomass of fish, especially commercially exploited species and large predators, increased in fully protected areas in Mediterranean MPAs.
- The benefits of MPAs can only occur when communities comply with legal restrictions, enforcement is effective, and MPAs are well-managed.
- When predators increase in MPAs, their prey tend to decrease.

References: 16, 17, 18, 19
Case Study: MPAs in Spain, France, and Italy

MPAs Can Provide Economic and Social Benefits

When MPAs are well-designed, enforced, and managed they can generate more revenue than their costs of management. Therefore, MPAs could bring a profit to local communities. A scientific study of 12 MPAs in Spain, France, and Italy (10 in the Mediterranean Sea) showed that the income generated by fishing and SCUBA diving in an MPA was 2.3 times greater on average than the MPA management costs. The increases in fishes, invertebrates, and marine plants in MPAs can result in important economic benefits for people. Ecosystems with more abundant, larger, and diverse organisms can offer better places for tourists like divers to visit. The establishment of well-designed MPAs can also enhance fisheries. Fished species that are protected in an MPA, especially in fully protected areas, can move outside and replenish adjacent areas. These MPA outcomes can increase the income and overall wellbeing of some people. However, the location and design of the MPA and the potential activities allowed will determine which groups of people benefit the most.

In the Columbretes MPA in Spain, artisanal fishers receive most of the social and economic benefits. Fishing in the partially protected area surrounding the fully protected area yields higher catches of greater value. These benefits also support more jobs. In other MPAs, such as in the Medes Islands in Spain, the greatest economic benefits go to the tourism sector. This MPA, with a fully protected area less than 1 km², generates revenues of about 10 million euros annually. Almost 85% of these economic benefits are generated by SCUBA diving and glass-bottom boats. The recovery of marine life, especially large fishes, attracts thousands of tourists every year from all over the world. Similar results have been reported for other MPAs in Spain, France, and Italy.

Lessons Learned

- Well-enforced and well-managed MPAs can increase revenue and jobs in local communities.
- Across 12 MPAs, average income from fishing and diving was 2.3 times higher than the MPA management costs.
Increases in the number and size of fishes and invertebrates are most evident inside fully protected areas. However, some of these benefits may also connect MPAs with fished areas when eggs, larvae, and adults drift or move beyond MPA borders.

Spillover of Adults and Juveniles

As animals become more abundant inside a fully protected area and space becomes limited, some adults and juveniles may leave and move elsewhere. This process is called spillover. They also may leave because they need a different type of prey or habitat as they grow or reproduce. Spillover can help replenish fish and invertebrate populations in partially protected areas and outside MPAs, thereby enhancing local fisheries. Fishers often fish along the margins of fully protected areas to catch this spillover. Scientists use tagging and other techniques to document spillover by following animals that leave MPAs. Studies have shown spillover from fully protected areas in many locations around the world, including Spain, France, and Italy.

Dispersal of Early Stages

Many fishes and invertebrates release large numbers of eggs into the water. After fertilization, eggs hatch into tiny larvae. These early stages (eggs and larvae) can stay in open waters for days or months, sometimes traveling far from their origin in a process called dispersal. Some eggs or larvae produced in an MPA may remain inside, while others may settle and grow into adults far away. Through this export of early life stages, fully protected areas can help replenish fished areas. Scientists use genetic data, life-cycle information, oceanographic models, and advanced tagging techniques to learn how many organisms stay inside MPAs, how many disperse from MPAs, and where they go.

Fast Facts

- Some adult animals move outside fully protected areas in a process called spillover.
- The early stages of some marine organisms can drift away from their parents in a process called dispersal.
- Both spillover and dispersal from fully protected areas can help replenish populations in fished areas.

The estimated distance at which eggs and larvae of marine animals that live in the Mediterranean can be exported. Larval photos (top to bottom): Jose Iglesias, Eric Tambutté, Manuel Muntoni, Manuel Muntoni, Emília Cuhna (IPMA–EPPO). Data: Ref. online 62, 63, 64, 65, 66

References: 14, 15
The tower at the Torre Guaceto MPA, built in 1531. Photo: Area Marina Protetta Torre Guaceto

Fish eggs. Photo: Yiannis Issaris

Biological tracking showed that seabream eggs and larvae dispersed (blue area) outside the Torre Guaceto fully protected area into fished areas. Data: Ref. 25

Case Study: Columbretes, Spain and Torre Guaceto, Italy

Fully Protected MPAs Can Replenish Fished Areas

Scientific evidence shows that MPAs can help replenish neighboring fished areas. For example, protection of lobsters within the fully protected area of the Columbretes MPA in Spain led to higher lobster catches outside its borders. Lobsters from the MPA were caught up to 4 km beyond its border. This provides an important economic benefit for local artisanal fishers. They caught larger lobsters with higher commercial value after the MPA was implemented. Other species with high commercial value, such as the red scorpionfish, also moved from the fully protected area to surrounding fished areas. Similar patterns were observed in other MPAs in Spain, Italy, and France, where adult fishes increased in abundance and size in fully protected areas and spilled over to enhance catches in nearby fished waters.

Fully protected areas can also support populations outside MPAs when eggs and larvae drift beyond MPA borders. For example, scientists studying the Torre Guaceto MPA in Italy found that the MPA is a productive source of fish eggs and larvae. The high number of large seabreams that inhabit the MPA produces large numbers of eggs and larvae, which replenish both the MPA and areas outside. Benefits are seen well beyond the MPA borders (more than 100 km).

Such data provide mounting evidence that MPAs with fully protected areas can benefit commercially important species by protecting larger individuals that produce more offspring and replenish fished areas outside MPAs.

References: 23, 24, 25, 26

Lessons Learned

• Over time, larger lobsters and commercially valuable fishes spilled over from the fully protected area of Columbretes MPA to increase catches in surrounding fished areas.
• Large seabreams in the fully protected area of the Torre Guaceto MPA produce eggs and larvae that disperse to fished areas more than 100 km away.
humans rely on healthy marine ecosystems for livelihoods, education, and recreation. Studies show that if MPAs are designed with ecological, social, cultural, and economic factors in mind, they can achieve multiple benefits. A well-designed MPA balances trade-offs between the MPA size, the species and habitats it protects, and the benefits it provides.

The Best MPA Size for Species Depends on Where They Move

MPA size and level of protection both determine its effectiveness. MPA size is important because species differ in where they spend most of their time, which is called their home range. A small fully protected area can protect many individuals of species with small home ranges, but individuals of species with large home ranges are not well-protected (see graphic below). A species with a large home range will require a larger fully protected area to provide the same benefits. Scientific evidence shows that large and continuous fully protected areas protect more species and thereby restore more ecological interactions. For species that move less, a well-designed network of small or medium sized MPAs can accomplish the same goals as a single large MPA.

Numbers, Sizes, Zoning, and Placement of MPAs Depend on the Goals

Successful MPA design depends on clearly stated goals. Balancing ecological, social, economic, recreational, and cultural goals can involve trade-offs in the number, size, zoning, and placement of MPAs and thus the benefits they provide. If conservation is the priority, then larger fully protected areas will achieve the goals for more species. If MPA size is constrained by the need to preserve access to fishing grounds, then a network of smaller MPAs can benefit some species. However, more mobile species will depend on effective fisheries management outside the MPAs to obtain conservation benefits.

Size of Fully Protected Area

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>0 km²</th>
<th>1 km²</th>
<th>10 km²</th>
<th>100 km²</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Although the home range size of most Mediterranean species is unknown, data on species with small home ranges, like dusky grouper (in the smallest orange circle above), show these can benefit from relatively small fully protected areas (< 1 km²). Other species with larger home ranges, such as the cuttlefish (medium circle above), need larger fully protected areas (between 1 and 10 km²). Species such as the monk seal and bluefin tuna can move over areas that are much larger. These species must depend on better management outside of MPAs to achieve conservation benefits. Data: Di Franco et al. in prep, Ref. 3, 27, 28
Design Considerations: Connectivity

Different habitats are connected to one another by the movement of species. Many fish and invertebrates move from one habitat to another at different points in their life. For example, juvenile stages of many species move between habitats, carried along by marine currents that transport eggs and larvae from rocky reefs to open water. Larvae then swim to sheltered bays. Full protection of a species requires consideration of the range of habitats it needs at different points in its life.

For example, the two-banded seabream—a highly valuable species for professional and recreational fisheries—uses many different habitats throughout its life. Adult seabreams thrive in rocky reefs and seagrass meadows. When they reproduce, they gather into schools to spawn. In the open water, eggs hatch into larvae and drift for up to 5 weeks. They become juveniles when they settle to shallow waters in sheltered bays containing rocky and sandy patches. About 6 months later, juveniles move deeper and start to grow into adults.

Many Mediterranean species require a range of habitats to thrive from birth to adulthood. MPAs that include those essential habitats will provide greater benefits. If a single, large MPA that encompasses all habitats is not feasible, a network of several small MPAs can be a viable alternative. Knowledge of habitat use, life cycles, dispersal, connectivity, and behavior is key for the effective design of MPAs or MPA networks. There is still much to learn about how species connect habitats in the Mediterranean.
Considerations for MPA Networks

Networks consist of multiple MPAs that are connected by the movement of juveniles or adults. Individually, each MPA can provide some conservation, economic, and social benefits. Collectively, the network can create significantly greater benefits, if it is well-designed. Scientific research on marine spatial planning has identified four design principles, labeled CARE, that enable these broader network benefits.

A **Connected** MPA network provides organisms multiple refuges in the network system if they leave the protection of a single MPA. These connections are especially important for young. Larvae produced in one MPA can drift beyond MPA borders, find safe haven, and replenish populations in another well-placed MPA.

An **Adequate** MPA network contains enough of each key habitat to ensure the persistence of targeted species through time. The amount of each habitat that is needed depends on the ecological characteristics of the species, the management rules in the MPAs, and the susceptibility to and frequency of disturbances (e.g., storms or oil spills) that threaten habitats and species.

A **Representative** MPA network seeks to protect the full range of habitats and biodiversity in the region. MPAs that are adequate for protecting a few species may be inadequate for other species that require different habitats or face different threats.

A cost **Efficient** MPA network is one that is connected, adequate, and representative while minimizing the costs to other human activities. Small adjustments to a conservation plan can often achieve similar conservation goals while preserving other activities that people value. Regulated fishing, diving, shipping, and other activities can still occur in and around a well-designed MPA network.

In the Mediterranean Sea, researchers used systematic conservation planning to propose designs for MPA networks in Greece and Israel. In 2008, the regional government of the Cyclades Archipelago in Greece worked with scientists to design a network of fully protected MPAs using CARE principles. Fishing and tourism are vital for the local economy, so candidate sites were selected with these activities in mind. The proposed network is designed to protect a representative and adequate amount of biodiversity, minimize negative impacts on fishing, and maximize benefits for tourism.

In Israel, the Israel Nature Parks Authority proposed six new MPAs, including extensions of existing MPAs closer to shore. If implemented, these MPAs will create a network to protect habitat for marine organisms while accounting for human activities such as commercial fishing, aquaculture, and shipping.

**Fast Facts**
- Effective MPA networks must be connected, adequate, representative, and cost-efficient.
- Creating more and effective networks in the Mediterranean would greatly expand both ecological benefits and benefits to people.

**In the Mediterranean Sea, MPA networks have been proposed to encompass Ecologically and Biologically Significant Areas (EBSAs), which have been scientifically described by the Convention on Biological Diversity.**

Priority areas for conservation in the Cyclades Archipelago, Greece. Darker colors correspond to areas of higher priority. Purple circles indicate high priority areas that are Natura 2000 sites and were selected by fishers as high priority for conservation. Data: Ref. 33
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Mandrakia, a fishing village in Milos Island, Cyclades, Greece. Photo: Louis-Marie Preau
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In the Mediterranean Sea, MPA networks have been proposed to encompass Ecologically and Biologically Significant Areas (EBSAs), which have been scientifically described by the Convention on Biological Diversity.
MPAs Can Help Address Regional and Global Challenges

Large MPAs Can Protect Highly Mobile Species

Well-enforced, fully protected MPAs can lead to benefits for many species, even when the MPA is small. However, the protection of highly mobile species—such as monk seals, fin whales, common dolphins, basking sharks, and devil rays—requires large and well-enforced MPAs or MPA networks that include the coastal and open water habitats critical for breeding and feeding. For example, Mediterranean monk seals—one of the world’s most endangered marine mammals—have been increasing where their habitat is protected, such as in Greece’s large National Marine Park of Alonissos.

In the Mediterranean, establishing large MPAs may require transboundary regulations and agreements between different nations. The Pelagos Sanctuary for the conservation of Mediterranean marine mammals is an example of a large-scale, transboundary conservation effort among France, Monaco, and Italy. When the management plan is implemented and enforced, this sanctuary has the potential to produce significant ecological benefits for striped dolphins, fin whales, and other highly mobile species.

MPAs Can Help Monitor and Mitigate Global Changes

The Mediterranean Sea faces many pressures, including heat waves and invasive species. Researchers documented that heat waves in 1994, 2003, and 2009 impacted seafloor organisms like sea fans, mollusks, and seagrasses. Invasive species such as the rabbitfish have moved into the Mediterranean Sea from the Red Sea. These voracious grazers feed on seaweeds and leave behind large barrens, reducing biodiversity and threatening the health of the ecosystem overall.

MPAs cannot address all global changes such as these, but they can decrease some impacts. They can also provide crucial reference areas for monitoring the impacts of many global and regional pressures. When fishing does not occur in an area, the influence of global changes such as invasive species can be separated from the direct impacts of fishing.

Healthy populations and ecosystems within fully protected MPAs are also more likely to resist disturbances associated with global changes and support species responding to climate change. In Mexico, scientists found that a fished mollusk showed resistance to a climatic disturbance inside a fully protected MPA but not in unprotected sites. As organisms increase their ranges due to temperature changes, networks of MPAs may offer an opportunity to protect species as their ranges shift. Overall, the role of MPAs in providing resilience to climate change and other global challenges is still poorly understood and more research is urgently needed.
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Fast Facts

- Highly mobile organisms such as marine mammals, sea birds, and sharks can benefit from large MPAs or networks of MPAs.
- Many pressures on marine ecosystems do not stop at MPA boundaries. Fully protected MPAs provide important references for monitoring changing ecosystems.
- Some ecosystems in fully protected MPAs can better resist climate change or recover from its impacts compared to unprotected sites.
- More research is needed to understand how healthy ecosystems in MPAs might respond to regional and global pressures.

Engaging People in MPA Planning and Management

Establishing MPAs should involve collaboration among stakeholders with diverse backgrounds in resource use, marine policy, business, conservation, ocean recreation, and natural, cultural, and social sciences. The traditional knowledge of users should be combined with knowledge and data from scientists about habitats, species diversity and life cycles, and human uses, threats, and values. This information enables comprehensive, informed decisions about MPA planning and management.

In a study of the successes and failures of 27 MPAs in the Mediterranean and around the world, conservation scientists found that the participation of stakeholders was the most important factor for the success of these MPAs. The following three case studies show how stakeholders have engaged in MPA planning and management in diverse social and economic settings in the Mediterranean.

Case Study: Taza National Park, Algeria

In 2009, the Taza National Park of Algeria began to plan the establishment of an MPA that extended from the existing land park into the sea.

An initial socio-economic assessment showed that fishers were skeptical about the benefits of the MPA for their community (see figure below). Therefore, the Park Authority launched a participatory, multi-stakeholder process to develop a plan that would create multiple-use zones in the MPA. NGOs, scientists, fishers, tourism operators, and local authorities all actively participated and helped identify the fully protected areas.

In 2012, the management plan was officially adopted by the government. The plan met the conservation, cultural, social, and economic objectives. The participatory process had created a strong sense of community ownership.

Because they were involved in the process, fishers were more supportive of the fishing regulations (see figure at right). Their participation was key to achieving compliance with the MPA regulations.

The MPA is now seen by many as an opportunity not only to protect species and habitats, but also to increase fishing revenues, enhance tourism, and improve the wellbeing of the local community.
Case Study: MPAs in Croatia

Despite the old age of MPAs in Croatia, by 2008 their protection status and quality of management were low, and they lacked clear conservation objectives, management plans, and monitoring procedures.

In 2008, the managers of five Croatian MPAs launched a process that brought together multiple stakeholders. The managers, scientists, and stakeholders collaborated to set clear conservation objectives and develop management plans and monitoring procedures.

MPA staff received training in planning and management and then engaged local stakeholders—such as fishers, tourism operators, and local administrations—to produce new management plans.

Involvement of managers from multiple MPAs facilitated joint learning, new relationships, and adoption of similar approaches. The outcomes were new regulations and standardized monitoring, evaluation, and business plans.

Local community engagement was key for ensuring support of MPA goals and the new zoning plans. Fishers’ opinions on the effectiveness of fully protected areas also changed—more fishers supported the MPAs after they were involved in the planning process.

This coordinated effort also ensured strong political support and commitment at the national level. By 2014, all management plans were endorsed by the park management boards and the Ministry of the Environment.

Case Study: Côte Bleue Marine Park, France

The Côte Bleue MPA in France is a successful bottom-up initiative where artisanal fishers are engaged in its governance, promoting a high level of compliance and social acceptance of the MPA. The MPA staff, decision makers, scientists, divers, and fishers have worked together since the creation of the MPA in 1983.

Recent studies show that divers and artisanal and recreational fishers have positive perceptions of the MPA. These users believe that the MPA provides benefits to both the ecosystem and local fisheries, and that it has created positive relationships among stakeholders. Fishers support the actions of managers after participating in multiple communication, education, and engagement projects focused on the MPA.

Côte Bleue MPA is one of the few cases in the Mediterranean where baseline information on fish assemblages was collected prior to the establishment of the MPA. Scientists compared data collected before the MPA was implemented with data collected after. This comparison clearly showed that fish numbers had increased in response to protection, especially large-bodied, commercially important species like groupers.
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the long-term success of MPAs

Bridging Short-term Costs to Gain Long-term Benefits

MPAs can produce a number of benefits, such as protection of biodiversity, enhanced local fisheries, and increased revenues from tourism. However, restricting access to some areas at sea may have negative impacts, at least initially, on users like fishers and divers. For example, creating an MPA with a fully protected area reduces the total area available for fishing. This can affect livelihoods and potentially increase fishing effort and impact in places where fishing is still allowed. Fishers might need to travel farther and spend more money to reach fishing grounds. In some cases, the benefits of MPAs may go to different people than those who bear the costs. Planning for and addressing these short-term losses is critical to achieve long-term benefits, gain support from users, and increase compliance. Globally, diverse strategies have been used to reduce short-term costs. Strategies include:

- **Innovative activities like ‘pesca-tourism’**
- **New market strategies to increase the value of fisheries around MPAs, such as ecolabels for sustainable seafood**
- **Investments by public or private partners who offset short-term costs for the protection of habitats and species**
- **Allocating exclusive fishing rights to local fishers in partially protected zones or in areas surrounding MPAs**
- **Promoting alternative livelihoods through training programs that help users learn new job skills and generate new income**

Short-term losses can be small compared to the long-term benefits of successful MPAs. When benefits accrue over the long term, they can be used to offset the earlier costs of the transition.

Quick Summary

- MPAs can protect biodiversity, enhance fisheries, and increase tourism revenues over the long term.
- Reducing the impacts of short-term losses from MPA implementation can pave the way for long-term benefits.
- Many strategies involving public and private sectors can help reduce the short-term losses of MPAs.

Rights-based Fisheries

Allocating fishing rights to artisanal fishers is one promising path to local fisheries sustainability. Rights-based fisheries assign individuals or communities the right to fish exclusively in specific fishing grounds or the right to harvest a certain fraction of the total catch. Because their fishing rights are secured, fishers have stronger incentives to fish sustainably so that their fisheries will remain productive and profitable over time. These long-term incentives can also influence who captures the potential benefits of spillover from MPAs. MPAs can enhance catch rates in their partially protected areas and along the MPA borders. If some fishers have exclusive access to these waters, they capture the fisheries benefits of the MPA. The value of MPAs to local fishers is thus enhanced with rights-based management. Secured fishing rights are not common in the Mediterranean. But Spain’s fully protected MPAs, for example, are often surrounded by partially protected areas, where local fishers who were originally displaced by the fully protected area now have exclusive fishing rights. Evidence from around the world suggests that fishers commonly advocate for fully protected MPAs when they are allocated exclusive rights to a particular fishing ground nearby.
MPA Benefits Increase Through Time

MPAs with good compliance and enforcement become more valuable through time. Fisheries benefits come from the protection of larger individuals that produce more offspring and swim into adjacent fished waters. Protection of large fish and rich habitats attracts tourists and divers, enhances fisheries, and supports cultural opportunities. One example is the Spanish Medes Island MPA. More than 20 years after its creation, this MPA generates over 10 million euros per year in fishery and tourism revenues. At Tavolara-Punta Coda Cavallo MPA in Italy, large fishes such as groupers and rich biodiversity attract more than 10,000 recreational divers each year, contributing more than 15 million euros in local annual revenue. The Port Cros MPA established in France in 1963 harbors more healthy and productive habitats that can better resist or recover from disturbances. Over the long-term, MPAs also preserve the cultural heritage of fishing and maritime communities, including their traditions of fishing, navigation, music, stories, recipes, and religious celebrations.

Elements that Sustain Long-term Benefits

Compliance and Enforcement: If users are engaged in the decisions that lead to new rules and in monitoring the outcomes, they will be more likely to cooperate and encourage others to support and comply with MPA rules. If voluntary compliance is insufficient, an MPA authority is needed to enforce the rules.

Monitoring and Adaptive Management: Tracking ecological, social, economic, and cultural changes makes it possible to evaluate progress toward goals inside and outside the MPA, and to adapt management through time. Monitoring can also provide information about impacts of activities outside the MPA, serving as a reference point for regulating fisheries. Scientists, MPA managers, fishers, and other users can collaborate on monitoring.

Financial Support: Long-term arrangements for funding, training, management, education, and enforcement are essential for the long-term success of an MPA. Some MPA benefits can be used to offset these costs.

Continuing Education: Stakeholders are interested in what managers learn about the impacts of MPAs. They should assist with and have access to monitoring information to see and take pride in the results.

Accounting for Long-term Benefits

Before developing a new management plan, the managers of the Kaş-Kekova MPA in Turkey evaluated the costs and benefits of increasing or decreasing protection measures. This analysis accounted for potential changes over the next 20 years in commercial fishing, SCUBA diving, boat excursions, and the amount of carbon stored by healthy habitats in MPAs. These projections were evaluated based on different scenarios:

- MPA protection stayed the same, protection was increased, or protection was decreased. Increasing protection provided 30% greater benefits to the community by 2030, while decreasing the protection took away 24% of the value to the local community. Results from the evaluation provided strong support for increasing protection in the management plan, which was approved in 2015. The annual MPA budget needed to conduct the most critical conservation activities totaled about 90,000 euros per year. Increased MPA protection generated about 10 million euros per year, meaning the MPA cost less than 1% of the total revenue it generated. This case study shows that benefits of environmental protection in the long-term can vastly outweigh the costs if MPAs are properly designed and managed.
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MPAs have proven to be an effective tool to protect and manage marine biodiversity, especially when they contain well-enforced, fully protected areas and are organized into networks. MPAs are a smart investment to recover and maintain marine resources that provide benefits for people, today and in the future.

This booklet summarizes the best global scientific information on MPAs as well as scientific results from research in many MPAs around the Mediterranean region. The conclusion is that small Mediterranean MPAs that are well-managed and well-enforced are already effectively recovering resources, sustaining fisheries, improving livelihoods, and promoting a sustainable tourism model. Opportunity exists to build on these successes beyond small scales.

Scientific evidence shows that:

- Total MPA area is increasing globally and in the Mediterranean. While total MPA area in the Mediterranean is approaching international targets, the fully protected area only accounts for 0.04%.
- MPAs can be a powerful tool to achieve international targets, such as UN Sustainable Goal 14 and Aichi Target 11, to manage and protect marine and coastal ecosystems, increase resilience, reduce the impacts of fisheries, and promote local sustainable development.
- In fully protected areas, fish biomass increased over 400%, based on increases in numbers and sizes of fish.
- MPAs help restore the natural range of individual ages and sizes of many species, and they boost the recovery of top predators and heavily fished species (i.e. groupers, seabreams). These changes make these ecosystems more resilient to environmental changes and bring tangible fishery, biodiversity, and tourism benefits.
- In well-designed Mediterranean MPAs, the income generated can be 2-3 times greater than the management costs.
- Compliance and enforcement are important for ensuring that MPAs work and produce benefits. The majority of MPAs in the Mediterranean today lack adequate enforcement. Many are only ‘paper parks’ without any real protection.
- Science shows how to design MPAs to balance trade-offs between protecting habitats and species, supporting local economies, and preserving social well-being. MPA design should account for the connectivity of habitats and ecosystems, leading to either single large MPAs or networks of smaller MPAs.
- Smaller MPAs protect fewer species—primarily those who do not move a lot. Larger MPAs or MPA networks are necessary to protect multiple habitats, benefit more species, and provide resilience in the face of environmental changes.
- The involvement of stakeholders and communities is key to the success of MPAs. Their engagement increases compliance, improves decision-making, reduces management efforts and costs, and ensures MPAs deliver benefits.
- These recommendations can help create a connected and efficiently managed network of Mediterranean MPAs by 2020, a goal set at the 2012 Forum of Mediterranean MPAs.

The Mediterranean region could benefit from much more protection in MPAs. Simply implementing and enforcing existing MPAs would be a good start. Expanding fully protected areas within existing MPAs could significantly enhance benefits. Establishing more functional networks of MPAs could greatly enhance the outcomes of individual MPAs. Continued public education, monitoring, and awareness of the changes facing the Mediterranean Sea will be essential for good results over the long term.
selected references and key terms

Connectivity—When MPAs are connected via the movement or dispersal of organisms.

Compliance—When people adhere to the rules and regulations of an MPA. People are more likely to adhere to rules when they are consulted and involved in the MPA planning process.

Enforcement—When the managing authority of an MPA makes sure the rules are followed and issues penalties to offenders.

Fully protected area—A marine area where all extractive activities are forbidden, except as needed for scientific monitoring. These areas can also be referred to as ‘no-take areas’ or ‘marine reserves’.

Marine protected area network—A group of MPAs designed to meet objectives that single MPAs cannot achieve on their own. Networks of MPAs should be connected, adequate, representative, and cost-efficient.

Multiple-use MPA—An MPA that combines different zones that are fully or partially protected.

Marine protected area (MPA)—Places in the sea designed to protect marine species and ecosystems while sometimes allowing for sustainable uses of marine resources within their boundaries. MPAs can help support livelihoods and preserve cultural values.

Partially protected area—A marine area where some uses are prohibited but many activities are allowed and regulated.

Stakeholder—Anyone who has an interest in, or who is affected by, the establishment of an MPA.

These references contain information cited directly in The Science of Marine Protected Areas—Mediterranean Version. Additional cited references, and other information about MPA science in the Mediterranean, can be found at www.piscoweb.org/science-mpas-med.
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Stakeholder Engagement and Long-term MPA Success
Marine protected areas (MPAs) have been established around the world, including throughout the Mediterranean Sea. Scientific research shows that MPAs consistently produce ecological, economic, and social benefits when they include fully protected areas and are well-designed and well-managed.

This booklet summarizes the scientific evidence that shows effective MPAs can recover marine resources, sustain fisheries, improve local livelihoods, and promote sustainable tourism.

Some MPAs in the Mediterranean are already accomplishing these goals. However, many Mediterranean MPAs are not implemented or enforced, and only 0.04% of the Mediterranean Sea is in fully protected areas. This science summary shows how the region could benefit from more protection in MPAs.